ROYAL MELBOURNE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY - PERMISSION FORM

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

I ............................................................................................................. (name) grant RMIT University a non-exclusive, irrevocable, royalty free, worldwide and perpetual licence to copy, reproduce in material form, publish, adapt, alter or modify, merge with other material, transmit or communicate to the public image(s), photograph(s), visual or sound recording(s) of me and/or my work(s)/project(s) and any related written or electronic communications created by me or in conjunction with RMIT University staff for RMIT's use for the following purposes:

- Made available on an RMIT or externally approved web site for promotion or educational purposes
- To be incorporated into RMIT promotion materials and activities for internal and external purposes
- Incorporated into printed publications to be distributed both locally and internationally
- Incorporated into RMIT Images Online Catalogue distributed electronically both locally and internationally as part of the RMIT Image Stock Catalogue
- Incorporated into RMIT’s Central Media Server, including archived onto CD/DVD as part of the Info Corner Library for promotion or educational purposes
- Made available on various forms of electronic media such as CD-ROM, signage, or displays.
- To be screened/exhibited publicly as part RMIT or externally approved exhibitions / events

PLEASE NOTE:

You own copyright in work you produce in signing this form, you are providing RMIT with a non-exclusive licence to use your works for the purposes listed above.

If at any point if you wish to revoke this licence or wish to grant RMIT a licence to use selected works only, please inform the Copyright Management Service on copyright@rmit.edu.au and provide a list of the selected works you wish to licence to RMIT.

PRIVACY

I authorise and consent to the collection, storage, use and disclosure by RMIT of images, photographs sound or visual recordings or written/electronic communications/information about me and/or my work(s)/project(s) created or recorded on the date/s indicated below for promotional and educational purposes, for example, in the following:

- Made available on an RMIT or externally approved web site for promotion or educational purposes
- To be incorporated into RMIT promotion materials and activities for internal and external purposes.
- Incorporated into printed publications to be distributed both locally and internationally
- Incorporated into RMIT Images Online Catalogue distributed electronically both locally as part of the RMIT Image Stock Catalogue
- Incorporated into RMIT’s Central Media Server including archived onto CD/DVD as part of the Info Corner Library promotion or educational purposes
- Made available on various forms of electronic media such as CD-ROM, signage or displays
- To be screened/exhibited publicly as part RMIT or externally approved exhibitions / events
Event details: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Interview date: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Interview recorded by: …...…………………… …………………………………………………………………………………

Photography details: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Image Caption Details: …...……………………… …………………………………………………………………………………………

Citation Details:………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

For image caption details where more than one work is to be used, please attach a separate sheet containing image caption
details or credits to be included.

WARRANTY AND INDEMNITY

I warrant to RMIT that the content of my interview, photograph, submission, article/work and any subsequent use by RMIT for
the purposes identified above does/will not infringe any person's intellectual property rights.
I agree to indemnify RMIT for any costs, expenses or losses incurred by RMIT arising from any claims proceedings or demands
against it as a consequence of any breach of this warranty, or any unlawful or negligent act or omission by me.

Information:

Signed: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Student Number: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Email: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Date: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Preferred name(s) to be used in the captions: ……………………………………………………………………………………………

Program: ……………………………… Year of study (or year completed): ………

ATTENTION
Please return a signed copy of the form to:

RMIT Copyright Management Service
RMIT University Library
Building 8, Level 6, Room 14

Or e-mail to copyright@rmit.edu.au

Full Postal Address:
RMIT Copyright Management Service
RMIT University Library, Swanston Street
RMIT University
PO Box 2476V
Melbourne, 3001